
Alcohol destroy our health and family living condition 
 

Mr. Hout Ly is 43 years old, a motor driver and village 

security guard, living in happy community, Sen Sok 5 

Village, Khmuonh Commune, Sen Sok District, Phnom Penh 

Capital. He finished grade 12 but he couldn’t continue to 

university because his family was poor. Currently, there are 4 

family members including 2 daughters.  

 

Why he started to drinking alcohol because his friends 

constantly called him to drink when free time, parties and 

occasional days in the community. So that he had become 

binge drinking. Half of income from his driving was spent for 

alcohol drinking. This problem made his wife and children 

were not happy.  

 

During of his drinking, he got illness such as stomachache, intestine ache, vomit, headache, 

dazzle …etc. He spent much money for treatment and medicine. The family living condition 

was poorer and poorer because of the income was not enough for daily expenditure and 

supporting the children to school.  
 

He said that “I quitted alcohol consumption before but I drank again.” He never thought that 

alcohol causes many diseases and problems like this. Whenever, he had participated with 

activities of PDP-Center and Sen Sok community to discuss about the harmful use of alcohol. 

He had much understands on its effects to physical, psychology, family economic, and child 

education. Then he had tried to reduce alcohol consumption.  

 

In October 2014, he had completely quitted alcohol drinking. His health is better and better. 

He has volunteered as security guard in the village in order to help people. The neighbors in 

the community have more shown regard to him. Family members are much happy and 

harmony. He has much time to work for his family living condition as before he always took 

for alcohol drinking.  

 

He has promised to share experience and knowledge of alcohol reduction to the community 

people. He has pleasured to participate the activities on alcohol prevention with community 

and stakeholders.  


